NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES IN CHINA

Introduction

During the Commission’s 2016 reporting year, the Chinese government’s policy of detaining North Korean refugees and repatriating them to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) remained in place, despite substantial evidence that repatriated persons face torture, imprisonment, execution, and other inhuman treatment.1 The Chinese government regards North Koreans who enter China without proper documentation as illegal economic migrants2 and maintains a policy of forcible repatriation based on a 1986 border protocol with the DPRK.3 China’s repatriation of North Korean refugees contravenes its international obligations under the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (1951 Convention) and its 1967 Protocol, to which China has acceded.4

China is obligated under the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment to refrain from repatriating persons if there are “grounds for believing that [they] would be in danger of being subject to torture.”5 In November 2015, the UN Committee against Torture (Committee) conducted its fifth periodic review of China’s compliance with the Convention.6 In its concluding observations, the Committee stated its concerns about China’s lack of “national asylum legislation and administrative procedures” for determining refugee status, as well as China’s “rigorous policy of forcibly repatriating all nationals of the [DPRK] on the ground that they have illegally crossed the border solely for economic reasons.”7 The Committee urged China to address these concerns by incorporating the “principle of non-refoulement” into domestic legislation, “immediately ceas[ing] forcible repatriation of undocumented migrants and victims of trafficking” to the DPRK, and allowing “UNHCR personnel unimpeded access to nationals of the [DPRK] . . . in order to determine if they qualify for refugee status.”8

Repatriation of Refugees and Border Conditions

This past year, heightened security measures along the China-North Korea and China-Southeast Asia borders increased the risks North Korean refugees face. In November 2015, Human Rights Watch reported an October 2015 case in which Vietnamese authorities detained nine North Korean refugees—including an 11-month-old infant—near the China-Vietnam border and later transferred them to Chinese authorities in the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region.9 Chinese authorities subsequently transferred the group to a military base in Tumen city, Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture, Jilin province, near the China-North Korea border, causing concerns that authorities planned to repatriate them.10 China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs refused to answer a media inquiry from Radio Free Asia regarding the condition of these nine North Korean refugees.11 As of August 2016, the Commission had not observed any updates about the group.

Heightened border security may be limiting the outflow of refugees from the DPRK, as demonstrated by the smaller number of refugees reaching South Korea.12 South Korean Ministry of Unifi-
cation data reportedly showed that the number of refugees who reached South Korea decreased from 1,397 in 2014 to 1,277 in 2015, continuing the trend of a significant decline in the number of refugees entering South Korea since 2011.

**Crackdown on Foreign Aid Workers**

During this reporting year, Chinese and North Korean authorities continued to crack down on organizations and individuals—including foreign aid workers, Christian missionaries and churches, and non-governmental organizations—that have played a crucial role in assisting and facilitating the movement of North Korean refugees outside the DPRK. In January 2016, Chinese authorities indicted Canadian citizen Kevin Garratt, accusing him of “spying and stealing China’s state secrets.” Garratt and his wife operated a coffee shop near the North Korean border in Dandong municipality, Liaoning province, and were reportedly involved in assisting North Korean refugees.

**North Korean Workers in China**

During this reporting year, the Commission observed reports of North Korean laborers in China working under exploitative conditions. According to Greg Scarlatoiu, Executive Director of the Committee for Human Rights in North Korea, the DPRK government sent about 50,000 North Korean nationals to work overseas and subjected them to “very harsh conditions of work” that “amount to forced labor.” These “harsh” work conditions reportedly include long working hours with little or no time off, strict supervision by North Korean agents, confiscation of pay, violence, health and safety hazards, and sexual harassment and exploitation. [For more information on North Korean workers in China, see Section II—Human Trafficking.]

This past year, some North Korean restaurant workers escaped to South Korea from their work sites in China. According to media reports, the DPRK government operated more than 130 restaurants overseas, about 100 of which were located in China, earning approximately US$10 million per year for the DPRK government. One South Korean media outlet reported that about 350 to 400 North Koreans, including 50 minors, worked at these restaurants in China.

- **April 2016.** According to South Korean media reports, a group of 13 North Korean restaurant workers in Ningbo municipality, Zhejiang province, escaped to South Korea via a Southeast Asian country. On April 11, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson Lu Kang confirmed the incident at a press conference, and emphasized that the restaurant workers left China with valid passports.

- **May 2016.** Three North Korean restaurant workers in Weinan municipality, Shaanxi province, reportedly escaped to South Korea via Thailand without passports.

**Trafficking of North Korean Women**

North Korean women who enter China illegally remain particularly vulnerable to human trafficking. The demand for trafficked
North Korean women has been linked to a sex ratio imbalance in China exacerbated by the Chinese government’s population planning policies. Sources indicate that the majority of North Korean refugees leaving the DPRK are women, many of whom are trafficked by force or deception from the DPRK into or within China for the purposes of forced marriage and commercial sexual exploitation. The Chinese government’s refusal to recognize these women as refugees denies them legal protection and encourages the trafficking of North Korean women and girls within China. China is obligated under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children to take measures to safeguard trafficking victims and suppress all forms of trafficking in women.

Children of North Korean and Chinese Parents

Many children born to Chinese fathers and North Korean mothers remain deprived of basic rights to education and other public services, owing to a lack of legal resident status in China. According to some estimates, the population in China of children born to North Korean women ranges between 20,000 and 30,000. The PRC Nationality Law provides that all children born in China are entitled to Chinese nationality if either parent is a Chinese citizen. Despite this stipulation and a December 2015 policy change to register 13 million “illegal residents” (heihu) who lack household registration (hukou) in China, Chinese authorities reportedly continue to largely deprive these children of their rights to birth registration and nationality, and their North Korean mothers remain deterred from registering these children due to fear of repatriation. Without proof of resident status, these children are unable to access education and other public services. In some cases, bribery of local officials has reportedly allowed a very small number of children to obtain identification documents. The denial of nationality rights and access to education for these children contravenes China’s obligations under international law, including the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
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